Slick 50

Synthetic Engine Treatment
750ml

Product Description
Slick 50 Synthetic Engine Treatment is a unique formula for all
new or old petrol and diesel engines, including vehicles with
turbo chargers and catalytic converters, that helps to extend
engine life. Slick 50 Synthetic Engine Treatment gives durable
protection during successive oil changes, during tough
stop/start driving, high temperature and high stress conditions
lowering the risk of costly engine repairs, re-builds and
breakdowns. Specially formulated to deliver optimum
performance when used in conjunction with Granville semisynthetic or fully synthetic oils in high performance engines.

Product Benefits

* Image for illustrative purposes only.

* Specially formulated for use with fully & semi synthetic
engine oils
* Helps protect against friction and heat
* Sustains optimum performance
* Extends engine life
* Treats the engine not the oil
* Laboratory tested, road proven

Size

Part No

Barcode

750ml

62399750

5026349014220

Product Usage
For engines up to 3000cc

Directions for Use
Pour directly into engine. Do not overfill. If carrying out a full oil and filter change, drain oil and fit new filter. Refill with
appropriate Granville engine oil, replacing 750ml of oil with the entire 750 ml contents of Slick 50 Engine Treatment.
Run the engine then re-check the oil level and top up with Granville engine oil if necessary.

Dosage Information
Contents of 750ml Slick 50 Synthetic Engine Treatment will treat up to 3000 cc engines.
Re-treat after 80,000km. Re-treating after shorter intervals will not harm your engine.

Storage Instructions
Store sealed in a cool, dry place.

Shelf Life
3 years from date of manufacture.

Appearance

:

Amber oily liquid
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Odour

:

Characteristic

Specific Gravity

:

0.865 - 0.889 @ 20°C

Solubility

:

Insoluble in water

Safety Precautions
Please see our latest EC Safety Data Sheets for details.

Transport Classification
Please see our latest EC Safety Data Sheets for details.

* The information contained in this leaflet is provided to enable the user to assess the product and should not be taken as a
specification. All information provided is given in good faith, we can however not assume liability. It is up to the user to ensure that
the information and the product is suitable for the use intended.
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